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Executive Summary

United Fans is a platform created for football fans and club managements world-
wide. 

Our vision is to provide fans and team management with the ability to interact, 
vote or raise capital through a platform that will increase collaboration and 
strengthen the football community. 

Thanks to blockchain technology it is even possible for fans to own and manage 
their team, by themselves, in an easy way. By creating a voting platform based on 
the Ethereum blockchain, fans can vote on important issues, raise capital for a 
variety of purposes, or buy tickets and merchandise and even reward their favorite 
player after a great game. 

This collaboration, among fans, club management and players will 

a) help management make better decisions, using crowd wisdom,

b) increase the number of fans, 

c) increase support. 

We believe that teams that embrace the technology will improve their results, and 
increase their pro�ts - by allowing them to easily communicate and raise funds 
from their fans.

By bringing football teams, players and fans closer, United Fans will both create and 
enhance communication and interaction and create value that can be easily 
exchanged through our proprietary app platform.
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The Vision

The vision was born as the co-founder’s (Niv Tal) favorite Israeli team, Hapoel 
Petach - Tikva, went down to the second division and was on the verge of bank-
ruptcy. The owners were unwilling to invest, so the fans took the initiative and 
decided to establish a non-pro�t organization to support the existing manage-
ment, in exchange for ownership of the club.

Representatives of the fans asked Niv to help them organize the organization. As an 
ex-player at the club, Niv was happy to help. Today, there is a well-functioning orga-
nization that will be able to bene�t from the United Fans platform.

The organization is trying to negotiate with the owners on purchase a percentage 
of the team, or take into consideration the crowd’s opinion on certain issues: in 
exchange, the organization will support the team �nancially. 

The organization is addressing issues that are dear to the fans’ hearts. For example:

 • Funding for poor families that have talented kids but can't a�ord to  
  send them to play football.

 • Recruiting ex-players to train and educate youth.

 • Organize social activities and expand the fan base . 

Most clubs in the world do not address these issues with the same passion as fans. 

Action is needed to improve the way that fans, team managements and players 
interact.
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The Problem 

Today, football fans do not have an e�cient platform through which they can be 
involved in decision-making, providing support or having ownership of their 
teams. The frustration among fans can lead to riots and violence 
(http://bit.ly/2I4rrnK).

On the other hand, a lot of club  boards are frustrated that their professional and 
�nancial e�orts are not appreciated by fans. 

Most clubs have concentrated ownership (where a club is owned by an individual 
or a small group), which has implications for accountability by clubs’ stakeholders. 
While many clubs seek to run themselves in a business-like manner, few seek to 
maximize a �nancial return for shareholders. Clubs engage in a wide range of com-
munity activities.

The majority of clubs consider themselves to be social or community institutions 
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The problem of fans 

and there is widespread acceptance of this. For example, extensive media coverage 
which accompanies any football club �nancial crisis is predicated not on the �nan-
cial consequences, but the sporting and social consequences. Clubs face challeng-
ing circumstances due to industry changes, poor �nancial management and 
decision-making. Many clubs have been forced into administration or liquidation. 

Governance in football clubs has been criticized in several reports, including a 
failure to involve fans in club governance.  

Are fans involved in decision making today? 

Even in the ‘German model’, fans are not really 
involved in decision making.

There are a number of examples in which fans are involved in decision-making today, but is it 
real democracy? Not quite!

The most famous examples are those of Real Madrid and Barcelona where the fans own 100% 
of the team.

Real Madrid 

Real Madrid has about 100,000 members who pay 123€ (annually) for members’ privileges.

Once every 4 years, the fans elect directors who vote on issues regarding the club. These 
directors elect the President of the club. The President hires the professional sta� that runs the 
club. 

In Real Madrid, Florentino Perez is doing a very good job, although fans are not really involved 
in decision-making.

There is wide support for the ‘German model’ of ownership and governance. Since the 1990s, 
some German clubs have become joint stock companies, as long as the sporting association 
(verein) retains 50% plus one voting rights. The purpose is to ensure that members retain 
control and prevent individuals or organizations controlling more than one club.
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Fans have a great appetite to be involved in their clubs and to hold clubs to 
account. From the clubs’ perspective, increased fan involvement may be desirable. 
First, in helping to demonstrate that clubs are social institutions, with responsibili-
ties and obligations that extend beyond the �nancial. Second, that closer involve-
ment of fans will assist clubs to bene�t further from fans’ �nancial, human and 
social contributions, leading to more sustainable organizations and enhanced 
social outcomes. 

Fans are central to the social and �nancial vibrancy of any club. A fundamental 
di�erence between football clubs and many other organizations is the strength of 
relationships between fans and clubs and the enduring nature of those relation-
ships. 

Football is a cooperative activity that relies on the coming together of �nancial 
capital, human capital and social capital. More than any other group, fans make 
long term capital commitments to their club. Enhanced supporter involvement 
provides an opportunity for clubs to maximize the potential returns (�nancial, 
human and social) from fans. 

Greater fan involvement provides the potential for a club to better understand its 
fans and to better leverage those relationships in furtherance of its �nancial, social 
and community objectives. It will provide an opportunity for clubs to demonstrate 
their fan involvement activities, and their social and community contribution. 

The nature of clubs – economic in basis, but social in nature – encourages more 
inclusive governance; in which emphasis is a�orded to the rights and responsibili-
ties of stakeholders.

More inclusive governance would not only align more closely with the nature of 
clubs but would provide a structure through which improving relationships 
between clubs and fans could be prioritized.

The crucial role of fans
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Owners want to solve the number one problem they face - budget control. 

A typical scenario: the end of the British transfer deadline is getting closer (January 
31st), and the team is in bad shape.  The crowd starts to lose its patience and all the 
newspapers, TV shows and websites are criticizing the owner, demanding he 
replace the coach or recruit players.

One of the main reasons owners buy football teams is publicity, and in many cases 
they �nd themselves in a very unpleasant situation; as a result they will spend more 
capital than planned.  The pressure is too high, even for the toughest business 
professional.

The problem of team owners/management

The solution 

1. A decentralized solution:
Thanks to the United Fans Platform, fans will be able to own and manage their 
team in an easy way. By creating a decentralized platform based on the Ethereum 
blockchain, fans will be able  to :

 Have meaningful dialog

 Vote on important issues 

 Run a democratic process & elect representatives from the fans to   
 execute their decisions (and not the directors decisions.)   

 Donate GOAL coins for poor but talented children that play for the   
 club’s academy.  

 Raise capital for the purpose of player transfers & coach recruiting

 Purchase game tickets and merchandise 

 Reward their favorite players after a football game

Team managements will be able to improve decision-making, using crowd 
wisdom.

We believe that transparency in decision-making will lead to enhanced crowd 



How can fans bridge the gap between their potential for long-term capital funding 
and the immediate need for funds? The absence of ‘bridging capital’ presents a 
di�culty to club owners who have given consideration to succession planning and 
who welcome the possibility of transferring ownership to fans and/or the commu-
nity. There is a clear need to provide a solution to this problem of bridging capital.

2. A crowdfunding solution for centralized owners
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support and an increase in the number of fans.

The clubs that embrace the technology will improve the dialogue between fans 
and team managements, as well as enhance the results of their teams and increase 
pro�ts.

If you were a football fan, try to imagine, how would it feel if you had the opportuni-
ty to in�uence decisions, such as recruiting your favorite player or coach to your 
team? 

With the United Fans Platform, fans will have the option to apply to be a member. 
Once the club approves the fan, he will then have the privilege of voting. 

After voting is closed and the crowd has made a decision, it is time for the team 
management to execute. Team managements will ful�l the decisions voted for by 
the crowd. In order to enforce that, management will have to use the club’s budget 
and a smart contract will release the GOAL coins, only after the speci�c task is com-
pleted.

United Fans platform can improve the structure of clubs by fans. Instead of fans 
electing representatives that decide for them, fans will be able to vote directly on 
issues. 

Football clubs’ decisions involve raising money. So, the innovative solution the 
United Fans platform o�ers, through the United Fans DAPP, means that football 
fans will now have the ability to insert their tokens into a smart contract and ensure 
that they will be sent only after a decision is executed.

Bridging the gap  
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We understand that it will take time to educate clubs’ owners to change the way 
decisions are taken. Our platform creates a solution for owners that are willing to 
start sharing and raising capital from the crowd but want to go step-by-step.

Starting with one decision a year
The big one - transfers. When money is short and player transfer fees are skyrocket-
ing, United Fans’ solution enables crowdfunding so that the crowd can fund the 
recruitment of di�erent players or coaches. The player or coach that receives the 
largest number of coins will be recruited, and the coins that were raised for the rest 
of the players or coaches, will return to Fans’ digital wallets. 

The club can a�ord the player , the atmosphere around the club improves and 
generates great press coverage and a supportive community of fans. 
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Opportunity

With the increasing adoption of the blockchain technology worldwide, we can be a 
part of a great shift towards a more decentralized, trustworthy ecosystem, where 
each transaction & interaction is validated by the Ethereum blockchain.

Our platform is unique because it has:

• The ability to organize a reliable democratic voting system

• Transparent transactions

• Peer to Peer money transfers in a secure way. The United Fans Platform   
 accesses and stores your money securely, using two-factor    
 authentication and other security veri�cation methods.

• Smart Contract Integration - A major feature of United Fans is direct   
 integration with the Ethereum blockchain, which enables our fans  to   
 spend  their money safely and vote easily. The smart contract is a   
 Ethereum blockchain feature.

What’s more...
• Fans worldwide can now interact with, and in�uence, their club and   
 favorite players, through technology and even be on the other side of   
 the world creating a borderless interactive experience, for the many   
 millions of expatriate fans. For example, Liverpool Football Club, the   
 most successful club in the history of English football, recently    
 travelled 12,000 miles, on an out-of-season tour, yet �lled an    
 Australian stadium with a massive 96,000 fans, who �ocked to see   
 them play - a friendly game! Most of these fans had never had (and   
 will never have) the chance to see their heroes play live in the club’s   
 iconic An�eld stadium in Liverpool. Devoted fans like these    
 would be very keen to be involved in the club in any way possible.

• Clubs can create their own coin, allowing them to raise capital to   
 handle issues like: player transfers, contracts, infrastructure    
 improvements, social projects, etc…

• Clubs could create online decentralized auctions where fans    
 worldwide could bid for prizes.

• Clubs could use it to directly communicate and interact with fans,   
 without needing to go through intermediaries, such as the press.

• Clubs could raise sponsorship deals and use them through the    
 application.
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The Market

Almost 3.5 billion people are passionate about football and consider themselves fans. 
We all have our favorite sports, but which sports are the most popular around the 
world? Football is clearly the most popular sport in terms of fans. The FIFA World Cup, 
held every four years, has a huge TV audience - over 30 billion views were recorded for 
the 2006 World Cup. 

• The market cap of the 10 leading teams in the world is ~ $24 Billion

• Number of professional teams around the globe =~ 2300:

• South American Football Confederation (CONMEBOL) :~270 teams

• North America, Central America and the Caribbean (CONCACAF)   
 :~200 teams

• In Europe (UEFA) :~1005 teams 

• In Asia (AFC) :~325 teams 

• In Africa (CAF) :~469 teams 

• In Oceania Football Confederation (OFC) :~43 teams 

Rank

1.

3.

5.

7.

9.

2.

4.

6.

8.

10.

Sport

Football/Association Football

Field Hockey

Volleyball

Baseball

Basketball

Cricket

Tennis

Table Tennis

Golf

American Football

Estimated Fans

2.5 Billion Asia, Australia, UK.

Europe, Asia, America.

Europe, Africa, Asia, America.

Europe, Asia, America, Canada.

Europe, Africa, Asia, America, Australia.

1 Billion

850 Million

450 Million

400 Million

3.5 Billion Europe, Africa, Asia, America.

Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia.

Europe, Australia, Asia, America.

America, Japan.

America.

2 Billion

900 Million

500 Million

400 Million

Regional Popularity

Market statistics:
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• All association football clubs in Argentina are owned by their members.  
 Every club is organized as a not-for-pro�t organization, according to   
 Argentinian law.

• In Germany, a majority control by a single entity (person, or company) is not  
 permitted by the Deutsche FußballLiga. The law suggests a registered club  
 should have minimum of 7 members. The league requires that either a club,  
 or a limited company which is controlled by a club with 50% + 1 vote, can  
 get a license to participate in the German �rst or second division. In the  
 lower leagues, it is required to be a club. 

• All sports clubs in Sweden are owned by their members. The Swedish Sports  
 Confederation allows clubs to create limited companies,- together with  
 investors as long as the club controls a majority of the votes.

• In England, around 50 clubs are partially or fully-owned by fans.

• In Portugal, there are 11 clubs owned by fans.

• In Spain,99% of Third Tier teams, and below, are fan-owned. The fan-owned  
 pro teams are: Real Madrid, Barcelona, Athletic Bilbao, SD Eibar, Deportivo de  
 La Coruña, CA Osasuna.

Examples of fan owned clubs
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5 biggest Football Clubs traded 
on stock exchanges

Manchester United 
The largest football club traded on the 
NYSE stock market,  As of february 2018 

Manchester United is worth $3.2 billion.  

Estimated number of fans: 659 million 

Arsenal FC
Arsenal’s shares are traded on the London 
Stock Exchange. As of February 2018

Arsenal is worth $2.5 Billion.

Estimated number of fans: 115 million 

Rangers
Rangers shares are traded on the London 
Stock Exchange. As of february  2018 

Rangers is worth $892 Million.

Estimated number of fans: 8 million 

Juventus
Juventus Football Club S.p.A’s shares are 
traded at the Borsa Italiana. As of February  
2018.

Juventus is worth $728 Million.

Estimated number of fans: 21 million 

Borussia Dortmund
Borussia Dortmund’s shares are traded on 
the German Xetra exchange. As of February 
2018 

Borussia Dortmund is worth $534 
Million.

Estimated number of fans: 40- million 

1

2

3

4

5
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Utilities Are More E�cient 
Than Securities 

As mentioned, most clubs owned by fans are not managed by fans. The board of 
directors usually make an e�ort to please the fans, but often fail . A much more 
suitable structure is a cryptocurrency coins structure. In this setup, fans do not hold 
coins as an investment, but to support their teams �nancially and use the coins for 
various other purposes. Fans are not investors; however, the coins can give them 
the power to decide on speci�c issues and in�uence the outcome of major dilem-
mas; not just elect the directors.

Even if fans wanted to be investors, for the most part, clubs are not traded on the 
stock market. Therefore, fans cannot make a pro�t and enjoy the upside of their 
team’s stock value, as opposed to coins, which can be spent, donated, used for 
voting or even be sold on crypto exchanges. 
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By using a CryptoCurrency, fans have the option to give, transfer or exchange 
Utilities Tokens of their favourite teams. That allows, for example, for family mem-
bers to give Tokens, or to pass them across. generations.

Local employers could o�er Tokens to employees who are fans of the local team.

Utility Tokens allow for decentralized communication and interaction between all 
sides, without being limited by traditional boundaries.

Every club could decide how to integrate this technology, to what depth and 
speed, allowing for various models to be born, not being bound by strict models of 
interaction between them and their fans.

Whether it’s a small amateur team, or a Champions League Top 10 team, United-
Fans.co allows each team to build its own customized ecosystem, using Blockchain 
Technology.

United Fans brings a low cost, fully-customizable solution for every sports team 
worldwide that is “plug and play” ready.
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The Technology

With the advancements of blockchain technology, it became simple to organize a 
large group of people to vote, raise capital and execute complex decisions on a 
decentralized platform, without the need to worry that someone is manipulating 
the voting results or has access to the funds. 

The amazing thing about Ethereum blockchain technology is that it gives us the 
powerful ability to :-

1. Create advance terms  

(for example - a poll to ask “Shall we buy Mohamed Salah, the highest scorer in top 
European leagues, from Liverpool for £200m?”) 

2. Publicize the terms to the entire network of coin owners instantly  

3. Create a “smart contract” that will execute the decision, only if the terms are met 
(i.e. su�cient voters agree to spend their United Fans crypto tokens).
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After the management executes the decision, the smart contract sends them the 
tokens, otherwise the GOAL coins go back to the fan's digital wallets.

The GOAL coins go directly to where they are programmed to go. Even the person 
that programmed the smart contract cannot change it. 

The United Fans Platform is very friendly; it is designed for fans to use, even while 
watching a game at the stadium. 

We will reuse, as much as possible, the standardized code in the Ethereum ecosys-
tem, with the aim of minimizing complexity. This will also ensure system security.

In particular, the base of the architecture will be built on the wallet contract and 
the ERC20 token contract. These have received extensive scrutiny and been thor-
oughly vetted by the Ethereum community.
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The Wallet

Each Fan will be able to access a wallet. The United Fans wallet will hold and store 
GOAL coins. The wallet interface will provide the Fans with four options:- 

1) Purchase GOAL coins

2) Send/Donate GOAL coins

3) Purchase tickets 

4) Purchase merchandise 

Technical Speci�cations & User 
Interface

The app will be built using a cross-platform/native technology, such as React 
Nativeor Xamarin. In addition, there will be a need for a server: The server will be 
written using Node.js, Python �ask, or .NET Core Webapi.

The communication between the client (app) and the server will be Rest-based, 
encrypted using the most recent HTTP over TLS standard (1.2 as of 28.2.18), and 
the user will be authenticated using OAuth 2.

Platform

As the application is targeted at a worldwide audience, it must use the latest tech-
niques which will enable internationalization. The development of the app must 
be aware of this. This includes right to left language such as hebrew and arabic, as 
well as locale-basedresource management

Internationalization
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Screens and use cases

The �rst screen of the app will be a �ash screen, explaining that the user must �ll in the details 
to start using the app.

The �rst screen that the user functionally see is the main menu/settings screen.

First screen (splash)
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This screen is shown at the setup stage of the application, or when the user wants to change the 
team he is registered to, using the setting screen.

The screen will have a dropdown �lter of countries to choose from: Israel, USA, UK etc… The 
default �lter will be teams from all over the world

After the user clicks a country-�lter, the list of the teams will change accordingly.

The screen will also show a list of clickable teams which the user can register to.

When the user clicks a team, and team doesn’t have preconditions, the user will be registered to 
the team, otherwise, the registration will be in “pending” state, waiting for a the admins to autho-
rise the registration, as each team have di�erent preconditions. After successful registration, the 
user will return to:

1. Settings screen, if he can from there

2. Main menu, if this is the initial setup

The team he chose will be added to the list of registered teams the user selects.

If the register team is part of the initial setup for the app, the next screen will be the settings app.

Register for a team
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The main menu screen will show the list of features / option that the user have to navigate the 
app.

The main menu will be separated to 2 parts:

Team based menu
The team based menu will have a �lter for the teams that the user is registered to. (drop down 
menu-based from a list the user chose)

After the user will choose a team, it will stay in the app’s context for as long as the player doesn’t 
change it. (we will call the variable: “Current Team”)

The default team will be the only team the user have, or the last one he chose.

The following options will be available for the team based menu:

 • Decision making

 • Donate / Send Goal-coins ( Donate to youth academy, tip players…..)

 • Purchase tickets

 • Purchase merchandise in-stadium

General menu
The general menu is a non-team-based menu.The following options will be available for the 
general menu:

 • Wallet

 • Settings screen

Main Menu / Home
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This screen is where the user chooses his preferences for the app.

The screen will show the following changeable properties:

1. The user’s nickname - this is for identity using the decision making and community   
 driven features of the app. (required)

2. The user’s picture or gravatar - again, this is for the community-driven features of   
 the app like the decision making. (optional)

3. Registered teams. (list)

 a. There must be at least 1 registered team

 b. There is a special screen for this, the register teams screens

If the the user arrived to this screen as part of the initial setup for the app, the user will not be 
able to leave the screen without �nishing and verifying the required features. After the user is 
done, the screen the user will go to is the main menu.

Settings
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This screen is the main decision making screen.

It will show a list of the decisions that are currently proposed, and the default ordering of it will 
be by “supporters” - descending.

Each proposition is also called GCI (Goal coin issue)

Each proposition will have the following properties:

 • GCI X (number)

 • Name (for example: hire current coach)

 • The number of supporters

 • The state of the issue (Discussion, Voting) 

The user will be able to �lter issues according to:

 • Minimum number of supporters

 • Issue state

 • Number of supporters

 • Date created

After the user will click a certain proposition, he will be directed to the “speci�c proposition view 
screen”

Decision Making Index
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This screen will let the user / team management raise a new issue to the community.

After the new issue will be raised, if must be �rst approved by the admins, and after a X days 
(de�ned below) will be deleted if not enough supporters will support the issue. The screen will 
contain the following sections:

1. Title. For example: “Exceed budget, to recruit a player”

2. Image to upload

3. The proposal text. This will be a big box of text, which will contain the whole text   
 for the issue at hand.

4. Checkbox which marks if the issue is a “funded-issue”.

5. If this is a funded issue, 1 more input will be available:

 a. The number of GC that needs to be raised - the minimum GC that is    
  needed for the issue to succeed. Similar to ICO concept

6. A button to actually send the issue: “Send Issue”

Create New Issue

Implementation details:
The smart contract will contain a map of issues 
ID and for each issue ID, there will be a map of 
supporters address and the amount they 
supported the issue.

If the issue decided as YES, and the amount is 
enough, the admins will issue a command: 
issueSuccess(issue_id, send_funds_address). 
This will transfers all the funds of the issue to the 
relevant address, for use by the team manage-
ment to actually take action.

If the issue is decided as NO (either by not 
enough votes, or not enough funds), the 
admins will issue a command issueFailed(is-
sue_id), and using the map we’ve described 
before, all the GC will be transferred back to the 
wallets who send them from.
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Speci�c Proposition View 
( Discussion Stage)
This screen will show the speci�c proposition (GCI X), and will enable the user to do the following 
actions:

 • See the proposition in full detail, whole text

 • See the what state the proposition is in: discussion, voting, voting-result

 • Support proposition

 • See comments, and add a comment of his own.

 • Support other users comments

1. Proposition detail: this will show the proposition number, title, and whole text    
 without the need to scroll down.

2. The user will be able to click “support proposition” (similar to “like” button).    
 This “support” does not have any e�ect on the proposition, besides expressing a   
 feeling about the proposition (similar to facebook’s “like”)

3. The user will have a colorful state-of-the-proposition. Which is one of the    
 following:

  a. Discussion (after sending the proposition, the users discuss the   
   proposition between themselves) (CURRENT)

  b. Voting (during the voting process)

  c. Review (after the voting process is done)

4. Comments section, where the user will see the comments in the following    
 structure:

  a. Name of commenter

  b. Picture of commenter if available

  c. Comment

  d. Support button

5. Add comment button - directs to a simple popup to add a comment. (only text box   
 and a send button)
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This screen will show the current voting process, and if the user did not vote yet, it will show a 
clickable button where the user will be redirected to the vote screen The screen will be divided 
to the following section:

1. Proposition detail: this will show the proposition number, title, and part of the    
 text - if the text will be too long, the user will need to click (click here for more) -   
 or similar meaning, which will expand to the full text.

2. The user will be able to click “support proposition” (similar to “like” button). This   
 “support” does not have any e�ect on the proposition, besides expressing a    
 feeling about the proposition (similar to facebook’s “like”)

3. The user will have a colorful state-of-the-proposition. Which is one of the    
 following:

 a. Discussion (after sending the proposition, the users discuss the    
  proposition between themselves)

 b. Voting (during the voting process)(CURRENT)

 c. Review (after the voting process is done)

4. Comments section, but collapsed. When the user will click “Comments” it will    
 expand the section to show the full comments

5. A Vote now button if the user didn’t vote yet. Or a grayed out vote button if the   
 user did vote - and a small text that appears on the button which says     
 “Already voted”

6. A pie, or similar diagram, which shows the current vote process.

On one side, it will say “X voted yes, backed by Y GC”, and on the other it will say “X voted no, 
backed by Y GC” the actual diagram will show the GC balance, not the vote count - if this issue 
is a funded issue. If this is not the case (not a funded issue), it will only mention the number of 
voters, and the diagram will re�ect the number of voters on each side.

Speci�c Proposition View 
(Voting Stage)
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This screen will let the user vote for a speci�c issue, on a speci�c team.

The screen will have the following sections:

1. Proposition detail: this will show the proposition number, title, and part of the    
 text - if the text will be too long, the user will need to click (click here for more) -   
 or similar meaning, which will expand to the full text.

 The user will also have an option to go to back to the speci�c issue view in this   
 section

2. 2 buttons approve, and disapprove. When clicked, will stay clicked, as in    
 radio-box.

3. If the issue is funded, the user will have an option to back up his vote with goal   
 coins - only on the YES option. the app will present a textbox which he can enter   
 number of GC to transfer in the event of issue success.

4. Vote button.

After the vote has been recorded, the user will be redirected to the speci�c proposition view in 
the voting stage.

User Voting
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Wallet View
Part of the application will be as a cryptocurrency wallet for an ERC-20 compliant 
coin called goin-coin (GC).

This screen will show the balance of the coin holded by the user, and more infor-
mation regarding his coins.

The following sections will appear on this screen:

1. Balance of the wallet. We will show 2 types of balance

 a. The balance in GC

 b. The balance in USD, re�ected by the biggest exchange our   
  company can �nd that will accept the coin.

2. New address for the user to receive GC. This will be in the form of   
 ethereumaddress. For example         
 0xde0B295669a9FD93d5F28D9Ec85E40f4cb697BAe

 Each time the application recognizes it receives money to this    
 address, it will play a tone to indicate that money is received, and in   
 addition, will change this address to a newly generated address.

3. Sending Goal coins to another user button. This will redirect the user   
 to the “send goal-coins screen”

4. The list of transactions that the user has on the wallet. It can either be   
 incoming or outgoing transaction.

 Each transaction listed will be clickable, and will lead to etherscan.io   
 corresponding transaction on the ethereum main blockchain.

 Each transaction will be have the following properties.

 a. Transaction ID, for example:       
  0xc877de3e8be0893714d8e2519857534dd3bf    
  beefa4b5b70f79f5d785e575f0fc 

  If there is not enough place on the screen, will be in reduced   
  format,  ie: “0xc877de3….”

 b. How many GC were exchanged in the transaction.

 c. Indication if this transaction was “incoming” or “outgoing”   
  transaction for the user.
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Send Goal-Coins (GC)
This screen will allow the user to send goin coins to a speci�c user. This is enabled 
by ERC-20 compliant function “transfer”.

This screen will have the following properties:

1. Pay to. This is the address that the user will provide to send the goal   
 coins to.

2. Amount to pay. This is the amount in goal-coins to send to the other   
 user.

3. Fee. each ethereum transaction is backed up by fee. This number is   
 important because the higher the fee, the faster the transaction is   
 processed by the peers in the network. The prede�ned behavior below  
 will be calculated by ethereum standard algorithms. The user will   
 have a drop down choice to choose from:

 a. “Normal” (default)

 b. “Low (Slower)”

 c. “High (Faster)”

 d. Custom

  i. If the user presses custom, then a new custom fee text  
   box will be available for him to type how much is he   
   willing to pay for the transaction fee.

4. “Send GC” button to actually send the transaction order to the    
 network.
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Tickets Index
This screen allows the user to view what tickets are available to buy, from the pool 
of tickets we've managed to get. All the prices will be set in Goal-Coin values.

This screen will let the user seelect what event he wants to buy tickets to.

The events will be ordered by date and time, where closest to NOW is the �rst one 
(ascending order)

Each every box will have the following properties:

1. Date of the event

2. Name of the event, for example: “Arsenal vs Chealsea”

3. The name of the place of the event, for example: “Emirates Stadium,   
 London”.

4. The number of tickets left on sale on this app.

5. Cheapest ticket - “starts from”.

When the user clicks an event, he will be redirected to the “choose seats” screen.
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Choose Seats

This screen will be available after the user has chosen an event to go to.

It will show a list of seats and their price for the users to choose from.

It will display the following sections:

1. Sort mechanism. The default will be Price Ascending (cheapest to the   
 most expensive). More options will be:

 a. Field distance

2. A list of rows to select from

 Each row is clickable, and behaves like a radio button, meaning it will   
 stay “clicked” after being clicked, and will not redirect the user.

 Each row will have the following properties:

 a. Row number

 b. Cost of seat in this row, in Goal-Coins currency.

3. A checkout button, which will be grayed out most of the time, until   
 the user clicks on row. When the user clicks checkout button, he will   
 be redirect to the ticket-checkout screen
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Ticket Checkout
This screen is the �nal screen in the “buying tickets” feature of the app.

The screen will display the following sections:

1. Email for the user to �ll in. this email is required, as the tickets will be   
 sent to electronically to the user’s email. There he can print them, and   
 get into the stadium this way.

2. Payment.

 There are 2 ways to pay for the ticket

 a. Pay using goal coins - using the wallet.

  Near the button of “Pay with wallet” will be displayed the current  
  user’s balance. If it is not enough this button will be grayed out.

b. Pay with goal coins, but using shapeshift.io or similar service, which   
 will convert di�erent currencies to goal coin.

When the user will click this option, he will be redirect to shapeshift.io, and after 
done, he will be receive a thank-you-for-buying alert.

After the user pays with either payment option, he will be redirected to the main 
screen. Not before he will be displayed with a thank-you-for-buying alert.
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Donate / Send Goal-Coins
Using this screen/feature, the user will be able to Donate / Send Goal-coins to a 
player for an exceptional play or performance after a game.

At �rst, the user will need to choose a player of the current-team to select. This will 
be done using a dropdown menu or similar mechanism, which will have autocom-
plete (REQUIRED) The user will then enter the amount in goal-coins (100 GC, 500 
GC, 1000 GC, or custom amount)

If the user chooses custom amount, a textbox will appear, which will ask the user 
for the amount in terms of Goal-Coins.

Near the amount the screen will provide the current balance of the player, to 
ensure that the user have enough GC to fund this transaction.

The user will also have an OPTIONAL textbox to leave a message to the player.

And in the end, the user will have to click “Donate” to actually send the GC to the 
player.
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Buying Merchandise In-Stadium - 
Scan QR

Using this feature, the user will be able to go stand in the stadium, which sells team 
merchandise, and works with the app, and he will be able to buy merchandise 
using simple procedure, using no credit card, and using his phone. When the user 
will go into the screen, he will see 2 things:

 • An instruction “ Scan QR code to pay seller”.

 • Balance: X GC

When the user will hover his phone-camera over the QR code of the product he 
wishes to buy, the application will automatically identify that:

 1. The QR code

 2. Will access united-fans server to verify that this is a sold   
  product, and the price in terms of GC.

After these action will be done by the app, the user will be taken to the payment 
screen.
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Buying Merchandise In-Stadium - Payment
The screen will show the user the following things:

1. The price of the item he is about to purchase (in terms of GC)

2. This current balance. (in terms of GC)

3. A big button to “PAY NOW”

When the user decides to pay, after about 17 seconds or less (a new block is creat-
ed every 17 seconds in the ethereum network), he will see an alert saying: 
“Payment completed”

This is the time the exchange happens, and the user gets the item he purchased - 
easier than credit card and cash.
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Limits and spam protection

Project Estimates

• The user will be able to send 1 proposition every 7 days. This is to   
 prevent spam

• Each proposition which will have less than 3% of the (proposition   
 viewers / supporter) for more than 7 days, will be deleted    
 automatically by the system.

Scope of work Development estimates - Developer days 
  

Initial work on app (setup time) 5 
  

Register for a team 2 
  

Main menu / Index 3 
  

Settings 2 
  

Decision making 14 
  

ERC 20 compatible Wallet 12 
  

Buying tickets 9 
  

Donate / Send GC to players 7 
  

Infrastructure 4 
  

Debugging and QA 18 
  

Admin and backend 17 
  

Deployment infrastructure 4 
  

Smart contract work 2 
  

Basic maintenance * 1.3 
  

Misestimation risk * 1.25 
  

Total 161 DD 
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Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency capitalisation is, circa $500 billion with trades and transaction 
volumes accounting for billions (USD) each day. Cryptocurrencies are becoming 
more accepted globally, although there are still barriers that hasn’t been solved. 
These include regulation and usability.

The underpinning ‘blockchain’ technology behind Bitcoin and the alternatives 
(‘altcoins’) is being proposed for a range of applications in banking, defense, and 
other sectors. Successful cryptocurrencies bring new technologies and innovative 
solutions to the market, such as Zcash and Monero have enjoyed great popularity 
due to their strong privacy features. Even Microsoft is using the Ethereum block-
chain technology as part of a ‘blockchain as a service’ model.

Beyond the utility question, cryptocurrencies largely derive their value from the 
number of users they have and how much they are used. That is, with many users 
and a high “velocity of money”, currency values go up.

GOAL coin, in addition to being a cryptocurrency, is essentially a blockchain-based 
App created for soccer fans and team management worldwide, to provide the fans 
and the team management the option to interact through the United Fan Platform 
and collaborate on important decisions, vote, raise money and strengthen the 
community. Consequently, the value of the GOAL coin economy will increase as 
more fans and soccer teams adopt and use the platform. As pioneers in the block-
chain Soccer management sector, United Fans will change the way fans, manage-
ments and players interact.
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Competition

The football club's incentive for the decision making process, is the fact that they will 
be able to raise money from fans.

The crowdsale feathers is what makes united fans platform so unique .

United Fans provides a solution for a huge market by leveraging cutting edge block-
chain technology and cryptocurrency. We are not aware of similar platforms and, as 
pioneers in this �eld, we intend to become a standard of choice for football fans 
worldwide. 

What Makes United Fans Di�erent?

A few cryptocurrency projects have targeted the football industry.

The biggest project is lfe.com trying to raise 350 Million Dollars, focuses more on the 
merchandise part of the story, and not so much on the decision making. 
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Roadmap

United Fans roadmap is logical and straightforward. In each phase we add in tools, products, and 
services for soccer team managements and fans that expand our reach in the soccer industry.

The most important GOAL is to produce a well functioning United Fan Platform as quickly as 
possible to the �rst team in order to attract teams to use the platform.

We will include additional tools and support for users, and broader outreach to the football com-
munity. The GOAL is to break grounds in the mainstream with information and services that have 
broad appeal. This will bring a wide variety of new services to users who have never experienced 
the freedom of the crypto-world, and expose them to unlimited decision making opportunities.

Below is a tentative, conservative timeline with the most important marker points for the United 
Fans project, starting in 2018 with the release of the world’s �rst blockchain based decision-mak-
ing App for soccer teams.

2017
June - August

2017
Sept - April

2018
May - June

2018
July - Sept

2018
October

2019
Oct - March

2019
March

ICO

Presale Launch

MVP release 

Dapp Iimplemantation
on the �rst football team 

Delivery of  Working Dapp to
football  teams worldwide

Concept and Research

Whitepaper, Website,
Dapp Design and 
Building The Team
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Go To Market

During the �rst year we aim to penetrate 0.1% of the major teams in the world (2-3 
teams). We believe that, after the Platform launches, more and more teams and fans 
will recognize the potential of crowd wisdom maximum success. The United Fan 
Platform activity will create strong demand for the GOAL coin.
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Business Model

United Fans will target this multi-billion dollar market with a unique groundbreaking 
approach. 

We project three major sources of income:

 United Fans will charge a percentage commission for every transaction of  
 GOAL coins, as a transaction fee

 Ecommerce - a percentage  fee will be charged for each item of  merchandise  
 sold through the platform (tickets, shirts, etc.…) 

 United Fans will charge a percentage commission of the total capital raised 

Projected Platform usage

Numbers of teams type 1- Europe

Numbers of teams type 2- Europe

Numbers of teams type 3- Europe

Total numbers of teams -  Europe

Total numbers of teams - Asia

Total numbers of teams - US

Total numbers of teams type 1

Total numbers of teams type 2

Total numbers of teams type 3

Numbers of teams type 1- Asia

Numbers of teams type 1- US

Numbers of teams type 2- US

Numbers of teams type 3- US

Numbers of teams type 2- Asia

Numbers of teams type 3- Asia

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

1 2 4

2

1

7

1

0

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2

1 2

5

11

1

0

0

1

3

0

1

2

14

2

4

8 16

8

4

28

4

2

1

7

2

1

0

3

22

11

5

0

0

0

0

2

1

0



3rd to 5th League

Number of games per year

Number of transactions per fan page

Average number of fans per team type 1

Average number of fans per team type 2

Average number of fans per team type 3

Total USD transactions value per team type 1 (Annually)

Total USD transactions value per team type 2 (Annually)

Total USD transactions value per team type 3 (Annually)

Average capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 1 (annually)

Average capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 2 (annually)

Average capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 3 (annually)

 Total capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 1 (annually)

 Total capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 2 (annually)

 Total capital raised per fan for decision making privileges type 3 (annually)

 Total USD running through the platform per team  type 1 (annually)

 Total USD running through the platform per team  type 2 (annually)

 Total USD running through the platform per team  type 3 (annually)

Average transaction in USD 

(Transactions include purchasing tickects, merchandise, rewarding players)

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

1st or 2nd League Champions League

$9,000,000

$3,000,000

$6,000,000

10,000

30,000

80,000

30

2 2 2

$30$20$10

35 40

$42,000,000

$192,000,000

$300

$600

$900

$18,000,000

$72,000,000

$60,000,000

$264,000,000

Projection Breakdown
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More revenue streams will be announced during further versions of the white paper.

1 3 8 18 38Total numbers of teams using the platform
$9,000,000 $78,000,000 $384,000,000 $927,000,000 $2,178,000,000Total USD value that goes through the platform
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Meet The Team 

Niv Tal
Co-founder & CEO

Entrepreneur,       
Director of a Non Pro�t soccer organisation,  
Ex professional soccer player,  
B.A in computer science

Sivan Sadan
CFO

Over 20 years of �nancial experience. Founder & 
CEO of Or Capital.
Previously – Board Member at Poalim IBI under-
writing, Partner at Tamir Fishman Ventures,
Head of Investment Banking at Tamir Fishman.
BA, MBA in �nance from TAU

Daniel Spyralatos

Senior Vice President

Marketing Manager,     
Sports related work includes PR, Online Reputa-
tion Management & Social Media campaigns for 
Training Mask
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Janna Palankin

Web Developer and graphic designer 

Jeremie Rykner 
Blockchain entrepreneur since 2012, moved to 
Israel from Belgium in 1998 and then worked 
several years as a football players’ agent, licensed 
by FIFA, with many international football teams, 
including working in the English Premier League 
- representing both players and clubs. 

Amit Elbaz
Blockchain developer expert, co-founder of Adva 
software, B.A in science computer and mathe-
matics from technion israel. 

Bar Yehudai
Smart Contract Developer
Crypto token expert, laying ground work, model-
ing and publishing distributed applications.
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Ernest Chuang
Assistant Marketing Manager

Cryptocurrency and soccer passionate Marketing 
,ICO advising,  portfolio management and 
consultation 

Tristan Meillard
Content Marketer & Copywriter

Viktor Hernandez
Business Development,               

Business Development, Social Media Expert, with 
a marketing degree from Centro-America Tech-
nology University

Ori Ben-Ezra
Assistant Marketing Manager

Director, Screenwriter and Film producer,
Managing member of a nonpro�t football 
organization



Advisory board 
No Limit Pte. Ltd.

The leading club of location-independent entrepreneurs.

We are an accelerator, incubator, friend, partner and we o�er 
entrepreneurial investment banking. Most importantly, we’re 
always there for you.

MEET PEOPLE WITH INTEGRITY.

Get a platform built to succeed—every club member is dedicat-
ed to your success.
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Leon Pein
Advisor

Two decades of advising �nancial institutions in 
London (such as Standard Life, Norwich Union & 
Friends Provident) & former Environmental 
Consultant to FTSE 100 companies (including 
Arcadia.)

Alona Mileshko
         
Web Developer and Designer living in Ja�a, Israel 
experienced with graphic design for Print and 
Digital projects, Branding/Identity design, UX/UI 
design, design for Social media, Photography 

Michael Petch
Assistant marketing manager

Founder & CEO of iConsultusMarketing with a 
passion for providing marketing consultation 
services to innovative ICOs - Head of a political 
organization at JAC.



Ran Daniel, CPA, CFA and CFO
Advisor 

CFO at 58 diagnostics
CFO Blue Sphere Corporation
EVP �nance and legal at IDE properties LLC
advisory board at Correlata 

Andrey Bugaevski
Advisor 

ICO Deliver Manager at Cryptonomos. Managed successful 
blockchain projects such as Rentberry, INS Ecosystem and 
WAX.

Roger Crook
Advisory

Advisor in FinTech, Logistics Tech and blockchain in America, 
Asia, and Europe. 
CEO Capital Springboard in Singapore. Global Chief Executive 
O�cer DHL Global Forwarding & Road. The division had 
revenues of around €15 billion,  was also the global sponsor of 
DHL’s Life Sciences sector.
  
Roger has extensive business experience in China over last 25 
years.   
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Conclusion

Why Contribute

We strongly believe that blockchain technology and smart contracts will change the 
world of football and aim to be a leading player in this huge opportunity, by o�ering 
an innovative and secure platform for football fans and team managements. 

With this ICO, we o�er you a peek into the future of football: be a part of history by 
participating in the Initial Coin O�ering. By getting in early, you will have the chance 
to be one of the �rst in the world to hold GOAL Coins.

There’s a total supply of 130 Million GOAL Coins. The only Tokens that will ever be in 
circulation are those that will be sold in the pre-ICO and main ICO. When United Fans 
launches and integrates GOAL Coins onto the platform, demand for GOAL will 
increase, as more people use it as a form of payment for goods and services. 

The earlier that you invest - the greater your discount! (see Token ICO Overview chart 
below).
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Company & Finance

United Fans will be incorporated in Liechtenstein.

ICO Launch Summary 
The GOAL Coin (“GOAL”) is designed as a decentralized ERC20 token on the Ethere-
um blockchain. The GOAL is being used to fund the development of the United 
Fans Platform. Non Ether fees such as Cash and Bitcoin will be converted to Ether 
and held in a secure Ethereum reward pool smart contract that will be publicly 
accessible and transparent to the network. The amount of rewards generated for 
GOAL holders will be determined by the popularity of the United Fans Platform.

The ‘United Fans’ Smart Contract System is a set of smart contracts which provide 
the following features:

• Tokens will behave as any standard ERC20 token. 

• GOAL coins will only be available during our crowdfunding token sale   
 distribution phase. Only 130,000,000 million GOAL coins will ever be   
 issued. Any unsold GOAL coin tokens allocated for the crowdfund will be  
 burned after the initial sale. Check our website at www.unitedfans.co for  
 details on sale dates and requirements to participate 

 • Total Number of tokens to issue – 130,000,000 GOAL coins 

 • Presale 50% discount 

 • 

 • Hard Cap: $6,000,000

 • Exchange rate: 1 ETH = 4000 GOAL or 0.00025 ETH per 1 GOAL 

 • ICO contract address: TBD (Published through various channels  
  48hrs before ICO launch date). Whitelist yourself here

 • Private Investment Round: March 31st – May 30th 

 • Pre-sale launch date and time: May 31st  block number TBA

 • Pre-sale ends: June 30th  (based on Block number TBA)

 • ICO Launch date and time: July 31st  block number TBA

Soft Cap: $300,000
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Token ICO Sale Overview

 • ICO ends: September 30th (based on Block number TBA)

 • ICO completion: ICO launch will end when either the maximum  
  number of ETH are raised or block number TBA is reached. All funds  
  will be  returned to the initial Investors if the minimum GOAL of  
  275 ETH is not reached.

 • The token is expressed with 8 decimals

 • A premium period exists, see Bonus Tiers during ICO

Bonus Tiers during ICO*

Dates Bonus
Tier 1 1ETH=4000 GOAL

Tier 2 1ETH=4000 GOAL

Tier 3 1ETH=4000 GOAL

Tier 4 1ETH=4000 GOAL

7/31 - 8/14

8/15 - 8/29

8/30 - 9/13

9/14 - 9/30

25%

18%

15%

10%

Stage



Why raise the funds through an ICO?

An Initial Coin O�ering is a great way to validate and expose an idea to the public 
and early contributors. With the increased awareness we are also able to create a 
great community of early adopters which will act as brand ambassadors within the 
crypto community but also the soccer scene.

We want to o�er an opportunity for everyone to become involved in the early 
stages of this exciting project, creating a pro�t opportunity as well as being part of 
a revolutionary movement. 

United Fans believes in the power of the crowd and thus would like to present this 
opportunity to everyone. We invite you to become involved in the early stages of 
this exciting project, empower the crowd and generate substantial pro�ts.  

This is what makes United Fans so unique - the more fans use the platform, the 
more value is made, which means more value is distributed back to the users, fans 
and teams.
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Why ICO in Liechtenstein?
Liechtenstein        
With increasing awareness of Liechtenstein being another Fintech hub along Swit-
zerland the regulator and local banks are adopting blockchain startups more and 
more, there for with the incorporation form of LVC Liechtenstein could also be a 
great place to execute the ICO.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjQ4pPeXcXU
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Funds Management
All funds will be held safely in multi-signature and hard wallets, which will be backed 
up twice  at two  di�erent locations. Some of the funds will also be stored in �at to 
pay expenses which can’t be paid in Bitcoin or Ethereum. All accounts will be made 
transparent, once the ICO �nishes, for all participants to monitor and audit at any 
time. We might also engage a trusted custodian to manage the funds, who will be 
insured for human error or anything similar.

Management & team funds will be paid out over a period of 24 months, according to 
the pre-de�ned work packages. Work packages can be adjusted according to new 
circumstances that arise in the development of United Fans.

Listing on Exchanges
United Fans is ready with all the documentation to be listed on exchanges. We 
intend to be listed on at least one major exchange after the start of the ICO. 

How raised contributions will be used: 
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Funds Marketing
The marketing budget will depend on how much total budget United Fans can 
generate as a company. Higher % will be allocated to marketing prior to ICO to 
generate increased awareness of United Fans business model

Funds Operations
We will list an overview of total operation costs to provide better understanding of 
our internal operational expenditures for this project.

Funds IT
We will list an overview of  total IT costs to provide better understanding of our inter-
nal IT Budget for this project including its deliverables.

How Tokens Will be Allocated
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Contact and Support

If you have any questions about United Fans, our team, our technology, or anything 
in between, feel free to reach out.

Website:https://unitedfans.co/

ICO Info:https://unitedfans.co/ICO

Email:support@unitedfans.co

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/unitedfans.co/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/unitedfansco/

Twitter:https://twitter.com/UnitedFans_co

Reddit:https://www.reddit.com/user/UnitedFans_co/

Telegram:https://twitter.com/UnitedFans_co

YouTube:https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbCvAeZnslY-
oxYzDuLl-1MQ/featured
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REPRESENTATIONS AND 
WARRANTIES BY YOU

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any data in this whitepaper or any 
part thereof, you represent and warrant to United Fans the  followings:

a.  you both agree and acknowledge that GOAL coins do not constitute   
 securities in any state in any jurisdiction;

b.  you both agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper is not a prospectus  
 or o�er document of any type, nor is intended to constitute an o�er of   
 securities in any jurisdiction nor a solicitation for investment in securities  
 and that you are not bound to enter into a contract or binding legal   
 commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of funds is to be   
 accepted based on this whitepaper;

c.  you both agree and acknowledge that no regulatory body has examined  
 or approved of the data in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be  
 taken under the laws or regulatory requirements or rules of any   
 jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this   
 document to you does not imply that said applicable laws, regulatory   
 requirements or rules have been complied with;

d.  you both agree and acknowledge that this document heretofore,   
 the undertaking and/or the completion of the United Fans Initial Coin   
 O�ering (ICO), or future trading of GOAL coins on any cryptocurrency   
 exchange, may not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an   
 indication of the bene�ts of United Fans, the GOAL coin, the GOAL Initial  
 Coin O�ering and the GOAL Wallet (each as referred to in this whitepaper);

e.  the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or  
 any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or  
 restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction,  
 and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you  
 have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own   
 expense and without liability to United Fans;
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f.  you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase  
 any GOAL coins, the GOAL coins are not to be construed, interpreted,   
 classi�ed or treated as:

 I. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;
 ii. debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity
 iii. rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks  
  or shares;
 iv. rights under a contract for di�erence or under any other contract  
  the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a pro�t or  
  avoid a loss;  
 v. units in a collective investment scheme;
 vi. units in a business trust;
 vii. derivatives of units in a business trust; or
 viii. any other security or class of securities.

h.  you have a basic understanding of the operation, functionality, usage,   
 storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of  
 cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency   
 wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain    
 technology and smart contract technology;

i.  you are fully aware and understand that where you wish to purchase any  
 GOAL coin, there are risks associated with United Fans and their respective  
 business and operations, the GOAL coin, the United Fans Initial Coin   
 O�ering and the United Fans Wallet (each as referred to in the    
 whitepaper);

j.  you agree and acknowledge that United Fans is not liable for any indirect,  
 special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort,   
 contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income  
 or pro�ts, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any  
 acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you;  
 and,

k.  all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accu 
 rate and non- misleading from the time of your access to and/or  
 acceptance of possession this whitepaper or such part thereof (as the   
 case may be).
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CAUTIONARY NOTE ON 
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

All statements contained in this whitepaper, statements made in press releases or 
in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by 
United Fans constitute “forward-looking statements”. Some of these statements 
can be identi�ed by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, 
“believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, 
“project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms; however, these terms are 
not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements 
regarding United Fans' �nancial position, business strategies, plans and prospects 
and the future prospects of the industry which United Fans is in are forward-look-
ing statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to 
statements as to United Fans' revenue and pro�tability, prospects, future plans, 
other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in this whitepaper 
regarding United Fans are matters that are not historical facts, but only predictions.

These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertain-
ties and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or 
achievements of United Fans to be materially di�erent from any future results, 
performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such 
forward-looking statements.

Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, repre-
sentation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of United Fans.
Further, United Fans disclaim any responsibility to update any of those 
forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those 
forward-looking statements to re�ect future developments, events or circumstanc-
es, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
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NO ADVICE
No information in this whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, 
�nancial or tax advice regarding United Fans, the GOAL coin, the United Fans Initial 
Coin O�ering and the United Fans Wallet (each as referred to in the whitepaper). 
You should consult your own legal, �nancial, tax or other professional adviser 
regarding United Fans and their respective businesses and operations, the GOAL 
coin, the United Fans Initial Coin O�ering and the United Fans Wallet (each as 
referred to in the whitepaper). You should be aware that you may be required to 
bear the �nancial risk of any purchase of GOAL coins for an inde�nite period..

 
NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or o�er document of any sort, 
and is not intended to constitute an o�er of securities or a solicitation for invest-
ment in securities in any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract 
or make a binding legal commitment.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out 
in this whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regula-
tory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 
dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulato-
ry requirements or rules have been complied with.
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